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The irradiation of solid targets by high intensity laser pulses (Iλ 2 > 1018 W cm−2 µm2) pro-

duces ultrashort duration beams of MeV energy ions, with potential applications including ra-

diography, hadrontherapy and neutron generation [1]. An important challenge for the applica-

tion of such ion sources is to increase the attainable ion energy. To date, the highest experimen-

tally measured proton energy occurs for ultrathin foils which become relativistically transparent

to the laser light during the interaction and is optimised when the temporal difference between

the switch on of transparency and the peak of the laser pulse is minimised [2]. With the advent

of new multi-PW scale laser facilities such as the Extreme Light Infrastructure [3] and APOL-

LON [4], higher laser intensities than previously possible will extend the range of interactions

that undergo relativistic transparency, opening the possibility for the optimisation and control

of ion acceleration in this new ultrahigh intensity regime. We report on particle-in-cell simula-

tions of laser-driven proton acceleration from CH foils for laser intensities from 1019 W cm−2 to

1023 W cm−2. Across this range, protons are found to be accelerated via a hybrid RPA-TNSA-

RSIT mechanism which holds even at the highest intensities investigated. Over the range in-

vestigated, the proton energy optimisation with transparency onset time is found to be almost

invariant with intensity, polarisation and rising edge intensity contrast. We find transparency

time is therefore a robust metric, which can be readily measured experimentally, for optimising

proton maximum energy in laser-plasma interactions which undergo transparency.
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